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We shall discuss using surface elastic wave device to do analog
signal processing that is applicable to NOE problems . I'm going to talk
today about one specific device which we have looked at which can be
used with a conventional NOE system to improve resolution.
It's really brave to remain analog in an increasingly digital
world, but I think there are some advantages that analog devices can
have. The advantages I am referring to are speed of operation (real
time operation), and the simplicity of the device, which translates, in
part, into low cost.
The applications that I am thinking of here are the taking of
returns from an ultrasonic NOE system and preprocessing them for a data
collection system, or perl1aps just r eal-time processing for simple
display on an oscilloscope. The sort of experimental situation that
we might consider is sketched in Fig. 1. It is a very simple system
where we have an NOE transducer, perhaps in a water bath or, as in our
experiment, actually fastened onto a test block composed of regions of
different acoustic impedence.
When we pulse the NOT transducer with a short electrical pulse,
ideally we would like to get back a sort of delta function return from
each reflecting surface. If you actually perform this experiment with
a transducer which has a reasonably narrow bandwidth, what you get back
instead of delta functions is a sequence of wav~forms as shown in Fig. 2 you have poor temporal and spatial resolution. So, what we would like
to do is to look at a simple way of filtering this output and obtaining
a real time output having a delta function character which represents the
reflecting surfaces somewhat better.
A way to achieve this was shown by Seydel and Frederic0at the
University of Michigan. They modelled the system as shown in Fig. 3.
A pulser drives the transducer, generating an acoustic pulse which
propagates through the test medium and encounters a discontinuity which
is what you would like to study. The pulse reflects and perhaps is also
partially transmitted. The reflected pulse passes through the test
medium again, excites the transducer and produces an output.
The probl em is to get information about this unknown - this
discontinuity - and to eliminate the distortions due to the other
elements in the system. What you are really after is the frequency or
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Fig. 1 Experimental ul trasonic NDE ar rangement

Fig. 2 Output (voltage vs. time) from relatively narrowband NDE
transducer showing ringing
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Fig. 3. Mathematical model of a pulse-echo ultrasonic nondestructive
testing system. Each physical function is represented by a
linear, time invariant system.
(From Seydel 1973}
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impulse response of the discontinuity; but the output signal is the
impulse response of the entire system, which is the convolution of
all the impulse responses with the unknown g(t).
All of these other impulses can be combined in an s(t) convolved
w!th g(t). In order to unravel this you look for an inverse function
slt) which will enable you to get g(t) from the output signal. Seydel
and Frederick did this in a combined analog-digital system which worked
well. We're trying to do the same thing in a simple analog system.
To set up their digital inverse filter, Seydel and Frederick used
as a reference function the output from a stress -free, planar reflecting
surface. This reference funct ion was digitized and the computer was
programmed to determine a filter characteristic which would convert the
return signal into a delta function representative of the planar reflector.
Once the digital filter characteristic has been determined it is used
to filter the actual output - including reflections from defects. Then
one should be able to resolve the various reflections or reflecting
surfaces.
This is really just a filtering problem, and surface waves can be
used to make filters. So, the device that we're considering, and the
output we would hope to obtain are as sketched in Fig. 4. The acoustic
surface wave (ASW) filter consists simply cf some properly dimensioned
electrodes on a piezoel ectric substrate. The return from the NDE transducer produces surface waves at the left hand broadband surface wave
transducer, and these waves propagate through the other transducer to
produce an electrical output. If the ASW transducers are designed to
do the inverse filtering operation that is appropriate for this NDE
transducer, then we should get a display on the scope consisting of
(nearly) delta functions; this display is more easily interpretable
than is a display of the raw return itself.
ASW Filter Design Procedure
The design process is outlined in Fig. 5. First we obtain the
response of the NDE transducer fastened onto a cylindrical test block.
When the transducer is pulsed we get back a reflection, as Seydel and
Frederick did, for use as a reference function. This waveform is photographed and scanned into a computer used by the picture-processing
group at Berkeley. From this we can obtain the frequency response of
the NDE transducer. We can then determine the true inverse filter
characteristic.
Figure 6 shows on a linear scale the frequency response of one of
the NDE transducers. The center frequency was near 5 MHz. The true
inverse filter will have very large transmission on the edges of this
response curve, but these will not be useful in the actual experiment
since there is only noise power present at those freQuencies; hence,
one conventionally weights the inverse filter response in those regions
to maintai n a good signal-to-noise ratio. A Hanning weighting was used.
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Fig. 4 Experimental ul trasonic NOE arrangement showing use of acoustic
surface wave {ASW) inverse filter and hypothetical oscilloscope
presentation
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is about 5.7 MHz.
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In addition, it is conven i ent t o truncate the impulse response of the
inverse filter, so as to simplify obtaining an ASW inverse f i lter.
(We shall see that there is a simple correspondence between the length
of the impu lse response and the length of the ASW transducer.) In
the computer simulation, we have truncated the impulse response until
distortion of the deconvol ved reference function was just noticeabl e;
in this way it was possible to reduce the requisite number of ASW transducer finger pairs from 250 down to only 20 pairs.
Figure 7 shows the frequency response of the Hanning weigh~ed
inverse filter, as determined by the computer from t he full reference
function. The arrow marks the center frequency of the NDE transducer
itself, at approximately 5. 7 MHz. Figure Ba shows the reconstructed
impulse response correspond ing to the inverse filter frequ ency
res ponse in Fig. 7; Fi g. 8b shows the output versus time t hat would be
obtained from the full weighted inverse filter when the reference
fu nction was input to it. Figure 9a shows the impulse resPon se for a
truncated inverse fi l ter (i.e., one which is easier to realize in ASW
form), and Fi g. 9b shows the computer-simulated output of the truncated
filter when the reference function was input to it. Note that only sl i ght
distortion of the waveform has resulted from the rather severe truncation of the impulse response of the inverse filter. We have assumed
that this output is adequate , and have designed the ASW filter to have
the impulse response of Fig. 9a.
Design of the ASW filter output transducer to yiel d this impu lse
response is straightforward (Fig. 10). This f igure shows the output
transducer electrode patter n superimposed on the t runcated impul se
response.
The overlap of adjacent el ectrodes is made to correspond to t he
impu l se response at each poi nt where the response has a relative maximum
or minimum. It can be shown, and it is intuitively reasonable, that the
impulse response of such an ASW transducer would be just the design
impu l se response. The photolithography is then carried out to produce
the ASW filter . Note that the middle four steps of the desi gn process
outlined in Fi g. 5 can be carried out easily on a computer with an
attached plotter.
Experimental Device and Results
The electrode layout of the ASW inverse filter is shown in Fig. 11 .
The wideband input transducer is at the left. The output transducer,
designed as indicated in Fig. 10, is at the right. Between them is a
·mu l tistrip coupler whose f unction i s to prevent bulk waves which might
be set up at the input from reachi ng the output t r ansducers: the mul tistrip coupler (MSC) transfers the surface waves to the lower path and
leaves the bu l k waves unaffected. The electrodes were made of alumi num
evaporated onto YZ lithium niobate . (The filter could be made in stead
with PZT, at lower cost . )
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Fig. 7 Frequency response of Hanning-weighted inverse filter, as determined
by computer from full reference function. Arrow is approximately
5.7 MHz.
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Fig. 8a.

II

Impulse response (amplitude vs. time) for weighted inverse
filter. Note: tha time origin is arbitrarily shifted in
this presentation; the impulse response time axis essential ly
wraps around on itself.
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Fig . 8b Calculated output (amplitude vs. time) for full
weighted inverse filter with reference function as
input
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Fig. 9a . Truncated impulse response.
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Fig. 9b.

Calculated output of weighted and truncated inverse fi lter
with reference function as input.
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Fig. 10.

Impulse response and output transducer electrodes superimposed.
The respective fingers of the electrodes correspond to the impulse
response function amplitudes and their ti mes of occurrence.
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Fig . 11. Acoustic surface wave inverse filter with impulse
response r(t ).
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Some results are shown in the remaining figures. Fi gure 12 shows
the response of the ASW filter to the reference reflection signal as
input. The reference function is shown at top, and the output of the
filter i s shown at bottom. The output is quite simi lar to the expected
output as given by t he computer simu lation. One notes some electrica l
feedthrough at t he left s ide of the output waveform (which can be
great ly r educed with proper shielding of leads); the presence of some
bu l k wave interference on the output is also seen (this can be greatly
reduced by incorporation of a multi-finger input surface wave transducer
in the disign).
Figure 13 shows the impulse respo nse of the ASW f ilter designed
according to the pr inciple illustrated in Fig. 10. Figure 14 shows the
design of an absol ute value and lowpass filter which was used in our
l ater experi ments at the output of t he ASW filter . Figure 15 shows the
effect of this filter when the reference reflection signal was usea
as input to the ASW filter.
·
Finally, Fig. 16 shows a block diagram of the experimental
arrangement used, together with a photograph of the equipment and test
block. The lower trace on the osci l loscope shows real-ti me delta
fun ction output resulti ng from use of a test bloc k corresponding
approximately to the hypothetical arrangement sketched in Figs. 1 and 4.
Conclusions
We claimed at the beginning that this analog technique would provide
real time output, and indeed it does . We said the device was simple ;
possibly the design road map obscures t he simplicity. The ASW fi lter
measures about three or four inches on a side. The lithium niobate
crysta l itself measures only about 2 em x 5 em. Sma ll balanced-tounbalanced transformers are mounted on the board to help out with the
bulk wave problem. The fi lter is very compact and simpl e.
We have clearly on ly indicated feasibility here . We need to use a
multi-finger input on our next device to reduce the insertion l oss and
the bu lk wave interference. We also will test this filter with other
NDE tran sducers to see the degree to which the design needs to be
modified for each transducer. It appears from talking with people who
do photolithography, that if one can do most of the art work in a computerized fashion, one could make many fi l ters, each of wh ich was
different ·to match a given NDE transducer, essentia lly all on one
computer plot, and t he cost per filter is then very low. Finall y , it
might be interesting to think about including such a fi lter in the same
package as the NDE transducer .
Reference
1. J. A. Seydel and J. R. Frederick, 11aterial Evaluation, Vol . XXXI,
223 ( 1973).
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(a)
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Fi g. 12. ASW filter response to the reference
reflection signal. (a) Reference reflection
signal, and (b) ASW filter output. l ~s/div.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 13. Impu l se response of the ASW filter.
(a) Exci ting pulse, and (b) ASW filter i mpulse
response. 0.5~s/div.
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DISCUSSION
OR. STEVE CARPENTER (University of Denver): You say you got the response
using a test block. If that test block is a different material
you get a different response for the NOT transducer?
OR. WHITE: This is something we don't really know about yet, and this
is something we would have to check out. Maybe Seydel has some
comments on that. He has probably done that experiment.
OR . JIM SEYDEL (University of Michigan): Yes, there are some minor
differences you have to take into account. I think the whole thing
is going to depend on what you were talking about: doing the A
experi ment with the B transducer. You have to do that experiment
to find out how critical that is. There's no doubt you are going
to lose some resolution.
MR. SY FRIEDMAN (NROC): Do I understand it correctly that one would have
to build an individual filter for each individual transducer
in this system?
OR. WHITE: That's true. On the other hand I tried to indicate this is
not as formidible as it might sound. For example, if you simply
read in the response of the various transducers you want to apply
a filter to, you could produce one piece of art work on a computerized plotter which would make a number of these things at once.
And this, of course, brings your cost down.
OR. HARRY F. TIERSTEN (Rensselaer Polytechnical Institute): Why did you
use the coupler to change the path on the multistrips?
OR. WHITE: In principle the multistrip coupler will shift the track of
the surface waves from the top of the filter (Fig. 11) to the bottom
of the filter, whereas the bulk waves , hopefully, continue going on
through it and do not couple to the output transducer.
OR. VERNON NEWHOUSE (Purdue University): The particular computer results
weren't quite as good as I would have expected from the computer
deconvolution process. Is that because you cannot realize physically
a perfect deconvolution filter whether you use surface wave devices
or anything else as opposed to what you would do in the computer?
OR. WHITE: No, I think it's because of the weighting functions that
we chose for that. I think by using different weighting functions
we would have gotten a different output.
OR. NEWHOUSE: Also, it would appear that you are going to have to have
a different filter for different ranges when there is a strong
frequency dependent absorption, but you might be abl e to overcome
that by hav i ng a kind of weighted filter --
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OR. WHITE: Right.
DR. NEWHOUSE:

--where you can electronically change the wave.

DR. LARRY KESSLER (Sonoscan, Incorporated): In your inverse filter you
showed a zero response to the center frequency of the transducer.
OR. WHITE: It wasn't quite zero. It was low relative to higher
frequencies but it was not zero.
DR. KESSLER: Do you expect some notable decrease in sensitivity as a
result of that?
OR. WHITE: I guess we really haven't looked at it that carefully yet.
Again, maybe Jim Seydel has a comment on that.
DR. SEYDEL: Any deconvolution procedure increases the noise, and so
you wil l get a decrease in sensitivity. But typically speaking
· there are other ways of making this up.
OR. KESSLER:

Do you have any idea of the order of magnitude?

DR. SEYDEL: I'm afraid not. I wish we did .
that's analyzed that problem.
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